Traditional views of sensorimotor adaptation, or adaptation of movements to 12 perturbed sensory feedback, emphasize the role of automatic, implicit correction of 13 sensory prediction errors (differences between predicted and actual sensory 14 outcomes). However, latent memories formed from sensorimotor adaptation, 15 prominently evidenced in improved learning (i.e., savings), have recently been 16 attributed to strategic corrections of task errors (failures to achieve task goals). To 17 dissociate contributions of task errors and sensory prediction errors to latent 18 sensorimotor memories, we perturbed target locations to remove or enforce task 19 errors during learning and/or test. We show that prior learning to correct task errors 20 was sufficient for savings: a history of sensory prediction errors was neither sufficient 21 nor obligatory for savings. Limiting movement preparation time further revealed two 22 distinct components of this learning: 1) time-consuming, flexible strategies, and 2) 23 rapidly expressible, inflexible stimulus-response associations. The results show that 24 adaptive responses to sensorimotor perturbations take many forms. Herzfeld et al., 2014). According to this idea, experiencing a 66 systematic sequence of errors generates a memory of errors, which increases 67 sensitivity to those errors and the gain of error correction when reencountering 68 similar errors (Gonzalez Castro et al., 2014; Herzfeld et al., 2014).
processes are essential to sustain successful movement in the natural world. There 34 are, however, long standing questions over the extent to which principles of 35 sensorimotor adaptation apply to other forms of motor learning; especially to the 36 acquisition of novel motor skills. This issue is important because novel skill 37 acquisition is of considerable practical relevance: during rehabilitation (Krakauer et 38 al., 2017), sport (e.g., learning to serve a tennis ball), and industry (e.g., learning to When movements were initiated more than 100ms before the desired initiation time, 171 the trial was aborted: the screen went black and a "Too Soon" error message was 172 displayed. Thus, movements had to be initiated between 872 and 1022ms of target 173 presentation. We chose this movement preparation time for consistency with our 174 previous work using the timed-response paradigm with visuomotor rotations (Leow et 175 al., 2017) . No visual feedback about movements was available when trials were 176 aborted, and so such trials were repeated at the end of the cycle. We enforced long 177 movement preparation times across most conditions to prevent the possibility that 178 the task error manipulation resulted in self-selection of different movement 179 preparation times. Under these conditions, participants had ample opportunity (i.e. 180 time for movement preparation) to use explicit strategies. 181 Across all conditions, cursor feedback was displayed after the hand had 182 moved 4cm from the start to target (located 9cm away from the start). At this point, 183 the direction of cursor velocity was measured to define target movements in some 184 conditions as described below. During StandardTaskError conditions, the target 185 remained stationary throughout the trial, such that whether or not participants hit the To familiarize participants with the equipment and the timed-response 202 paradigm, all participants were first allowed a familiarization block comprising a 203 maximum of 6 cycles. One cycle consisted of 1 trial to each of the 8 targets, and 204 target order was random within each cycle. Participants were explicitly instructed to 205 make shooting movements so that the cursor passed through the targets, rather than 206 to stop on the targets. Cursor feedback terminated as soon as the desired movement 207 extent (the 9cm distance between the start and the target) was achieved. After 208 familiarisation, all participants (regardless of assigned condition) were given the 209 same task instruction, as follows. "Your task in this experiment is to hit the targets.
210
The computer might disturb the cursor and/or the target, this is a normal part of the 211 experiment, just try to hit the target as well as you can". Participants then completed computer has applied is now gone, and the feedback of your movement will now be 223 hidden as soon as it leaves the start circle, so please move straight to the target".
224
Washout: Cursor position feedback was restored, but the 30° rotation of cursor was 225 removed. For Experiments 1 and 2, to prevent the experience of washout-related 226 task errors, task errors were removed across all conditions (i.e., the target position 227 shifted mid-movement to ensure that the cursor always hit the target). The length of 228 the washout block was the same as the adaptation block (60 cycles). For 229 Experiments 3 and 4, participants had no prior experience of the cursor rotation, only 230 task errors, and they could volitionally reach straight to the target by the end of the 231 no-feedback block, thus it was unnecessary to employ a long washout with the no-232 task-error manipulation to avoid exposure to errors related to abrupt removal of the 233 perturbation: we thus provided 12 washout cycles without mid-movement target 234 shifts. Test (60 cycles): the 30° rotation of cursor feedback was imposed (half of all 235 participants encountered a clockwise 30° rotation and half encountered a 30° 236 counterclockwise rotation). Between each block, there was a small delay to allow for 237 experimental instructions and loading of the computer code for different experimental 238 blocks.
239

Data analysis 240
Movement onset time was taken as the time at which hand speed first 241 exceeded 2 cm/s. Reach directions were quantified at 20 percent of the radial 242 distance between the start and the target. Reaches with absolute initial direction 243 errors greater than 60° with respect to the target (movements that were more than 244 60° to the left or the right of the target) were considered outliers, and were removed 245 from analyses. Experiment1: StandardTaskErrors: 0.62%, NoTaskErrors 0.11%, adaptation with short preparation time and standard task errors were compared with 297 data from a separate control group who experienced the same short preparation time 298 and standard task error conditions, but who were naïve to any training to reduce task 299 errors or sensory prediction errors.
300
A common alternative measure of savings is to assess for increases in rate 
Results
317
Experiment 1: Task errors are important for savings 318 In Experiment 1, we asked whether savings would be present if adaptation 319 was learnt in the absence of task errors, or with task errors that were enforced 320 regardless of the participants' actions. During training, all participants were exposed 321 to a 30° rotation of cursor feedback. In the StandardTaskError condition, since the 322 target was not moved within a trial, task errors were allowed to vary contingent upon 323 participants' responses to the cursor perturbation ( Figure 1B ). Task errors were 324 enforced in the EnforcedTaskError condition by moving the target mid-movement so 325 that the cursor always missed the target by 20-30° ( Figure 1E ). Task errors were 326 removed in the NoTaskError condition by moving the target to align with the cursor 327 trajectory mid-movement ( Figure 1H ). After initial exposure to the visuomotor 328 rotation, behaviour was returned to the unadapted state by removing the cursor 329 rotation in a washout phase. During this washout, we also employed the 330 NoTaskError manipulation across all groups to prevent experience of task errors 331 upon abrupt removal of the cursor rotation. At the test block (i.e., the second 332 exposure to the visuomotor rotation) we applied the same task error manipulations 333 that each group experienced when they were initially exposed to the perturbation.
334
Reach directions across all cycles for groups are shown in Figure 1A . Both 335 removing task errors and enforcing task errors slowed adaptation compared to 336 experiencing standard task errors that were contingent upon the corrective 337 responses of the participant. One participant from the no task error group did not 338 move towards the presented target in the cycles 41 to 47, which resulted in the 339 variability that is apparent in the group average plot. The analysis outcomes were 340 similar with and without this dataset.
341
With standard task errors, percent adaptation at test tended to improve 342 compared to naive immediately after rotation onset ( Figure 1C ), similar to Huberdeau rotation, participants were exposed to either standard task errors (B), enforced task errors (E), or no 
373
Thus, despite exposure to the same cursor perturbation, and therefore 374 previous experience of the similar sensory prediction errors, savings was not evident 375 in the groups that did not experience correctable task errors as a result of the cursor 376 perturbation.
377
Experiment 2: Task errors are required at encoding but not at retrieval. 378 The absence of savings when perturbation-induced task errors were removed 379 suggests some role of perturbation-induced task errors in savings. A few 380 interpretations are possible. First, task errors might act as a retrieval cue to trigger 381 the memory that is responsible for savings (Huberdeau et al., 2015a) . Second, task 382 errors might be necessary to encode a memory that is responsible for savings. Third, 383 task errors might be necessary both at encoding and at retrieval for savings: savings 384 can only occur when previously experienced task errors are revisited. We 385 dissociated these possibilities in Experiment 2. Task errors were manipulated either 386 at training or at test to identify whether savings requires prior experience of task 387 errors during first exposure to a perturbation (when a memory is first "encoded") or 388 when the perturbation is re-encountered (when a memory is "retrieved" improved re-adaptation to a cursor rotation even when the perturbation did not cause 419 any task errors upon second exposure.
420
In the TrainEnforcedTaskError group ( Figure 2F thus did not appear to improve adaptation compared to naïve when tested without 427 task errors. Thus, merely experiencing task errors, without learning to correct for 428 those task errors, was not sufficient to evoke subsequent savings.
429
In the TrainNoTaskError group ( Figure 2I) , adaptation in the first 5 cycles did = 0.13. Thus, depriving participants of task errors when they were first exposed to 437 the cursor rotation at training resulted in no savings despite the subsequent 438 presence of standard task errors at test.
439
Thus, a history of adapting movements to correct task errors appears 440 necessary to encode learning that improves adaptation to a previously experienced 441 visuomotor rotation. The presence of task errors appears unnecessary to retrieve 442 this learning.
443 Figure 2 . Experiment 2 showed that savings requires a history of adaptation to task errors.
445
During initial exposure to the cursor rotation (training), participants experienced task errors (either 
455
Adaptation was also unimproved without a history of task errors at training, despite the presence of 
457
Experiment 3: Previous learning to correct for task errors can evoke savings. 459 Recent work suggests that savings in visuomotor rotation primarily reflects the 
476
In Experiment 3, we did not perturb the cursor at training, but enforced 477 systematic task errors that could be counteracted by a re-aiming strategy: the target 478 always moved away by 30° from the original target location mid-movement: 479 participants could correct these task errors by re-aiming 30° away from the original 480 target (see Figure 3a ). For one group of participants, the reach solution needed to hit 481 a given target after it jumped mid-movement was the same reach solution needed to adaptation at test to naïve controls who experienced similar task error manipulations 498 (i.e., the naïve adaptation block from the group who experienced standard task 499 errors at training in Experiment 2).
500 Figure 3B shows reach directions in all cycles. After instructing participants 501 that the task error manipulation had been removed, reach directions reverted rapidly 502 back to baseline in the no-feedback block. This illustrates that the re-aiming 503 response can be switched off immediately upon instruction.
504
Despite being naïve to the cursor rotation, improved adaptation was evident 505 when the reach solution at test was the same as training ( Figure 3C interaction was not reliable, F(1,22) = 1.75, p = 0.199, partial η-squared = 0.07.
518
Hence, previous learning to counteract task errors was sufficient to improve 519 subsequent adaptation to a visuomotor rotation, even when participants were naïve 520 to perturbation-induced sensory prediction errors. This learning was flexible: it 521 elicited savings even when the reach solution required to hit a given target at training 522 was different from the reach solution required to hit that target at test. 
543
Experiment 4: Expressing a memory of task errors at short latencies. 544 We next explored the mechanisms by which learning to compensate for task 545 errors can improve subsequent visuomotor rotation adaptation. Task error correction 546 likely relies on strategic processes that demand cognitive resources, because error 547 compensation is reduced by manipulations that limit cognitive resources, such as 
575
We compared adaptation performance in the test block to a naïve control 576 group tested under similar preparation time and task error conditions (ShortNaive, 577 n=12, 6 CW, 6 CCW). In the ShortSame group who trained with the same reach 578 solution at test and training, adaptation at test was better than naïve ( Figure 4C ), as 579 mean of the first 5 cycles of the test block, 44.7+/-3.4% was better than naïve, 580 26.9+/-2.9%, t(21.6)= 3.964, p=6.581e -4, cohen's d=1.618). Improved adaptation 581 compared to naive was primarily concentrated in the first 5 cycles, as examining the 582 entire adaptation block with a Group x Phase (Early, Late adaptation) ANOVA 583 yielded an non-significant effect of Group F(1,22) = 0.01, p = 0.898, partial η-squared 584 = 0, and a non-significant Phase x Group interaction, F(1,22) = 0.17, p = 0.679, 585 partial η-squared = 0.
586
When the reach solution at test differed from that at training in the 587 ShortDifferent group, test performance was worse than naïve ( Figure 4E ). Percent 588 adaptation in the first 5 cycles at test (11.8+/-4.4%) was worse than naïve (26.9+/-589 2.9%), t(19.2)= 2.839, p= 0.010, cohen's d = 1.159. This was despite the fact that 590 participants had already disengaged the previously learnt reach solution in the 591 preceding no-rotation blocks with instruction ( Figure 4B) . Group x Phase (Early, Late 592 adaptation) on the entire adaptation block showed a Phase x Group interaction, 593 F(1,22) = 9.59, p = 0.00524, partial η-squared = 0.3, as worse adaptation tended to 594 occur in the early phase (i.e., the first 30 cycles) but not in the late phase (the final 595 30 cycles) (see Figure 4E ). In this work, we demonstrate a fundamental role for task errors in savings for 610 visuomotor rotation adaptation; a phenomenon that is a hallmark of latent 611 sensorimotor memory. We show that savings was absent without prior experience of 612 task errors (Experiments 1 & 2) , and that prior correction of task errors, even without 613 prior exposure to sensory prediction errors, is sufficient to elicit savings (Experiments 614 3 & 4). Thus, systematic task errors that prompt adaptive motor responses can affect 615 subsequent adaptation to never-before encountered sensorimotor perturbations. The 616 results reinforce the notion that adaptive responses to sensorimotor perturbations 617 take multiple forms, and suggest that task errors play a primary role in driving 618 improved performance upon exposure to novel sensorimotor conditions. In particular, 619 we suggest that latent sensorimotor memories, which improve subsequent to encode latent memories that improve subsequent adaptation. Task errors that 635 could not be corrected (i.e., enforced task errors that occurred regardless of the 636 participants' behaviour) did not improve learning. Furthermore, Experiment 2 showed 637 that task errors need not be present upon re-exposure to the perturbation, 638 contradicting the proposal that task errors act as a retrieval cue to trigger savings 639 (Huberdeau et al., 2015a) . 640 with a non-obligatory expression of the learning, because we can choose to achieve 674 behavioural goals in many different ways.
675
Given that we can instruct participants to deliberately use re-aiming strategies to latent sensorimotor memories.
741
Athough we demonstrate a role for learning to correct task errors in improving 742 adaptation, we do not yet fully understand how task errors affect learning in typical 743 sensorimotor adaptation where task errors and sensory prediction errors co-occur. possibility is that adaptation to task errors and adaptation to sensory prediction 751 occurs independently. More work is required to dissociate these possibilities.
752
We also do not yet understand the role of correcting task errors in adaptation 
772
How does the brain form latent sensorimotor memories in response to task 773 errors? We speculate that task errors prompt the formation of a new motor plan, 774 which specifies the required parameters of the action required to achieve the desired 775 outcome under new conditions. Achieving a desired outcome (e.g., a cancellation of 776 task error) forms an association between the stimulus (e.g., a task error for a given 777 target) and the response (the modified movement plan needed to restore task 778 success). This association is readily retriggered by task errors. Learning to alter 779 movement plans, even without actually executing the motor plan, might play a crucial principles regarding the adaptative responses to sensorimotor perturbations may be 794 more broadly applicable to alternative motor learning contexts than previously 795 recognised.
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